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We wish to appear in person at any hearing to present our case. 
 
 
 
PART A:  Introduction, Background and  
                  Requested Plan Changes. 
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Outline of the Issues. 
 There is no specific provision for Amateur Radio Configurations in the Proposed 

Environmental Plan Plan.  We require the Plan to provide “Permitted” status for 
licenced radio amateurs to erect masts and aerials, commonly referred to as 
Amateur Radio Configurations, (ARCs) on their properties, in all zones where 
amateurs may live. 

 We also require that where amateur radio clubrooms are set up, ARCs may be 
erected on a permitted basis at those clubrooms and remote installations. 

 There are several radio amateurs currently operating within the Marlborough 
District, even though there has not been any adequate provision for ARCs in past 
plans.  Where they have had ARCs for a considerable time without any adverse 
effects or complaints they cotinue to be permitted to use these ARCs. 

 
The Council Decision Sought. 
 
 

1. A definition of ‘Masts’ and ‘Amateur Radio Configurations’ that includes 
support structures, because these are frequently a form of configuration used by 
Amateurs. 
(i) Antennas attached to buildings must not exceed the point of attachment 

height by more than 7 metres. 
(ii) The maximum number of antennas is 12. 
(iii) Masts and attached antennas identified as permitted activities have a 

maximum height of 20 metres. 
 

2. Include the same provision for Amateur Radio Configurations in the network 
Utilities provisions for height, and specify acceptable configurations within 
residential and other zones. 

 
3. Retain “Restricted Discretion” assessment categories for cases where an 

individual amateur seeks a configuration which exceeds the permitted limits. 
 
4. Clarify the assessment criteria for Amateur Radio Configurations, especially  

when there is criteria for existing or similar structures, particularly relevant   
should an amateur wish to exceed a permitted limit. 

 
5. Because of the special status of the Amateur Radio Service being under 

international law, a service for education and experimentation of radio 
technology and radio science, and a service for the provision of radio    
communications in the event of emergencies, several other masts and aerials 
should also be permitted.  Amateurs are licensed to operate within a wide variety 
of radio bands (see attachment: “General User Licences-Amateur Radio”) by 
both International and NZ Government regulation.  It should be recognised that 
the aerial/antenna requirements of these bands are significantly specific to those 
bands, and allowance be made for supporting poles in Amateur Radio 
Configurations within residential and other zones.  Some District Councils 
regard Amateur Radio as so important to the community that special provision is 
made to provide clubrooms. 
Because at any time, the Amateur may wish to divert his/her focus from one 
band to another, there should not be a resource consent requirement every time 
one of these changes in focus is contemplated.  There needs to be a generic 
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permit allowing for different aerials for different bands, or variation of aerials in 
any one band.  If, for instance, there is a desire to test a new aerial configuration 
on a given band, it is essential that it be compared with a known “standard” 
aerial on that band – both are needed at the same time for any comparison to be 
valid.  That is the very nature of experimentation for which the radio amateur is 
licensed. 

 
6. Allow “height in relation to boundary” to be the maximum height allowed for 

masts without reference to the distance from the boundary, except that no aerial 
or antennas mounted on the mast should overhang any boundary. The slender 
profile of amateur masts and antennas results in them generally not casting a 
shadow. 

 
7. Require compliance with Streetscape Requirements. 

 
8. Allow dish antennas close to the ground with a maximum diameter of 5 metres 

as a permitted activity for Licensed Amateur Radio Operators.  This type of 
antenna is used by amateurs for satellite and space communication via the moon 
where very weak signals are involved. 

 
9. Allow existing non-complying Amateur Radio Configurations to be deemed 

complying if they have not been subject to complaint or compliance or 
enforcement action for a period of two years or more. 

 
10. Achieve all the above by incorporating an appropriate Rule in the Notified Plan. 

The Rule which was incorporated in the Tauranga City Plan after an 
Environment Court Hearing is attached for reference as Rule XXXX. However 
Judge Smith, the Environment Court Judge at that hearing, lamented that the 
rule was very prescriptive and complex, and expressed the opinion that it could 
be considerably simplified.  As a result, Marlborough might like to consider a 
much simpler provision, and the final result for Rangitikei District Consent 
Order is attached as a practical example of what Marlborough might wish to 
emulate. 

 

Context:  Amenity Values of Amateur Radio. 
Amateur Radio Provides to the Community:- 

 
- Telecommunications expertise. 
- A reliable system of communication during civil or environmental emergencies. 
- Competent communications for Search and Rescue. 
- A widely dispersed source of experimental researchers. 
- Keeping New Zealand a significant player in international technology 

development. 
 
 
 
 
Amateur Radio provides to the Individual:- 
 

- Self Education in technology. 
- An interest that can be pursued throughout life. 
- A network of friendships linked by radio communications. 
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The Amateur Radio Licence allows operators to design and build their own equipment, 
because it is specifically set up as an experimental and/or technology development 
service.   
 
It is the only radio service in which it is the licensed operator, and not the equipment, 
that is licensed.  In ALL other type of radio service it is a requirement that “type 
approved” equipment which has been rigorously tested to meet specifications must be 
used, and that equipment must not be modified. 
 
In the book “Radio Science for the Radio Amateur” the author Eric P. Nichols makes 
the point: 

 “A big difference between Big Science and Amateur Science is that most of the “official” 
participants in the former do it as a full time job.  Radio Amateurs who do Radio Science, for the 
most part, do it in their free time.  That is why it is called amateur, which means that the work is 
done without pay, not that it is done without expertise.” 

 
Restrictive controls applied to Amateur Radio Configurations put at risk the amenity of 
having radio operators widely spread through the community.  Approximately 0.13% of 
the NZ population hold an Amateur Radio Licence.  About 45 licences are held in the 
Marlborough District area.  
 

The Reasons for our Submission. 
(see also attachment “Part B: Technical Supporting Document”.  Summaries are 
presented here.  A bibliography of additional documents is found at the end of Part B. 
 
1. CLARIFICATION  OF  DEFINITIONS. 

Amateur Radio Configurations - (ARC):  These are not defined in the Draft Plan, but a 
suitable definition might be: Aerials, antennas and associated support structures which 
are owned an operated by licensed amateur radio operators.  This definition is quite 
specific:  the people who have passed a technology exam and have been recognised by 
Radio Spectrum Management as being competent to understand, build and operate 
technical apparatus which emits signals through the sky and have been granted a 
Licence are singled out in this definition.  Strictly interpreted, ALL antennas, aerials and 
support structures used by licensed radio amateurs are captured by this definition. 

The Draft Plan does contain the following relevant definitions, but they are drafted in 
terms of Network Utilities.   

Antenna:  
means that part of a radio communication facility or telecommunication facility 
used for transmission or reception including the antenna mountings but not any 
supporting mast or similar structure 

Height:  
in relation to buildings or structure, means the vertical distance between the 
natural ground level at any point and the highest part of the building or structure 
immediately above that point as shown in Figure 2 of Appendix 26,  

Emergency Service:  
means an organisation that is essential to the community’s initial response to an 
emergency incident or hazard event  

Network utility  
Has the same meaning as Network Utility Operator as defined in Section 2 of 
Act. 

Network Utility Structure:  
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means any structure essential to the operation and provision of a (network) 
utility service.  

Residential Activity:  
means the use of land and dwellings for the purpose of permanent living 
accommodation that people will generally refer to as their house or home and 
address while resident in Marlborough. For the avoidance of doubt, residential 
activity can also occur in community housing and in a holiday home 

Structure 
Has the same meaning as defined in Section 2 of Act and includes an underwater 
cable. 

Telecommunications facility     
Means any telephone exchange, telephone booth, telephone cabinet or pay 
phone, or any other structure, facility or apparatus intended for the purpose of 
effecting telecommunication. 

Utility:  
has the same meaning as network utility operator in Section 166 of the Act.  
 

2. RESTRICTED  ACTIVITY  OF  AMATEUR  RADIO. 
Provision made for Network Utilities ought to be available to amateur radio operators.  
There is little difference in environmental effects between Networks and Amateurs, and 
therefore amateur radio configurations are comparable to the masts, towers, microwave 
dishes and other equipment which network utility operators are permitted to install 
within restricted zones. 

Allowance for amateur radio configurations is necessary.  International and Government 
regulations have made provision for amateur radio, and in fact our government has 
signed agreements and treaties with other governments to enable emergency 
communications via amateur radio.  Local Government should not restrict amateur radio 
configurations in areas where network utility operators are unrestricted, as there are 
many examples of public communications becoming inadequate in emergency 
situations when infrastructure becomes overloaded or broken. 

 

3. RECOGNITION  OF  AMATEUR  RADIO  AERIAL  DIVERSITY. 
The geographic location of New Zealand means that long distances exist between 
amateurs here and those overseas.  Radio signals are correspondingly weak, and 
efficient aerials/antennas are required to send and receive such signals. 

Radio waves travel through the ionosphere in the upper parts of the atmosphere and 
may return to earth depending on the frequency of operation.  For reliable 
communication during day or night, summer or winter, the desirable frequencies for 
long distance communication are found typically between the 7 MHz band (the 40 
metres wavelength) and the 28 MHz band (10 metre wavelength).  With variation in the 
sun’s activity the highest usable frequency may be reduced to the 14 MHz band (20 
metres).  The propagation of radio waves is variable but antennas for this range of 
frequencies are preferred by most amateurs. 
Scientists and Amateurs have studied, simulated, constructed and measured the 
performance of antennas to find the most suitable configurations at every frequency that 
the Licence permits an amateur to use.  The performance of an antenna depends on the 
radiation pattern where its best efficiency occurs.  Based on the frequencies required for 
long distance communication above and how the pattern of an antenna changes with 
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height an academic paper by K Siwiak PhD, MSEE, PE, SMIEEE is included as an 
attachment in the supporting material.  In summary it says:- 

“Optimum height is 1.5 to 1.6 wavelengths for any one band, or a compromise height can be 
found for a multiband antenna operating over several bands by using the optimum for the 
highest frequency.” 

And also 
 “If operation anywhere within the 10 – 40 metre bands are of equal interest, the “best” height 
works out to be 19.9 metres.” 

When the sun limits the upper frequency to the 20 metre band, a higher antenna is 
desirable.  A height of 20m is desired for the primary supporting structure for amateur 
radio configurations (Attachment “ARRL Antenna Planner Guide” shows higher is 
better at 14 MHz (i.e. for 20 metre wavelengths)).   
New problems have emerged over the last 50 years.  The number of devices using radio 
frequencies has increased exponentially, and many of them unintentionally produce 
noise and interference to radio communication networks.  This has resulted in man-
made background noise level rising every year.  Whereas 50 years ago, an army surplus 
radio outputting six watts of RF energy was able to communicate anywhere in New 
Zealand, radios are now outputting more than ten times the power and they still cannot 
always be heard above the background noise level. 

This has resulted in radio amateurs experimenting with many different aerial systems to 
try to improve the wanted signal response, and to reject at least some of the unwanted 
noise.  Aerial experimentation might result in several different configurations being 
tried out in any one year on any one site.  ( Part B:  “Aerial Height  and Radio Wave 
Propagation”). 
In his book “Radio Science for the Radio Amateur” the author Eric P. Nichols provides 
some very interesting perspectives concerning science.  After following a professional 
career, in the preface, he writes:- 

“Even monster installations like HAARP or EISCAT (European Incoherent SCATter) facility in 
Tromso, Norway, can only be in one place at once.  Hams are everywhere, and a lot of 
ionospheric research can only be done with widely scattered sensors, which Hams are uniquely 
equipped to provide……….  Much of the research can be performed by the Amateur Radio 
community……..  And that we can contribute significantly, towards completing some long 
unfinished business regarding understanding radio propagation.” 

To a greater or lesser degree, every active amateur is continuously contributing to 
science, because it is only through communicating with other parts of the country or the 
world that practical data on when and how radio waves propagate is able to be collected 
and analysed.  This is not possible with commercial networks which are invariably point 
to point services, engineered very conservatively.  Usually it is only when 
communication links are operated at the limits of their capabilities that useful scientific 
knowledge is obtained.  (Part B:  The History of Experimentation). 

 
4. DEFINING  THE  NEED  FOR  NEIGHBOURLY APPROVAL. 

Immediate neighbours have been known to lodge objections.   Neighbours move house 
from time to time, and unless ARCs are defined clearly in the MDC plan, amateur radio 
operators can now be faced with expensive proceedings.   
While good neighbourly relations are sought, there are some people who delight in 
creating difficulty, which is why the District Plan should state clearly a Comprehensive  
ARC definition.  A vexatious resource consent hearing could cost the amateur radio 
operator far more than the ARC equipment - and could even result in causing an 
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affected Amateur to give up on their self-education and technological passion, for which 
a nationally recognised and regulated Licence has been granted. 
 

5. PROVISION  FOR  ACCEPTANCE  OF  NON-COMPLYING  ARCs   
In times past most Local Authorities had little or no provision for amateur radio 
facilities in their Plans, and generally turned a blind eye to any masts & aerials that were 
erected in people’s back yards.  As District Plans are being revised throughout the 
country, NZART is trying to systematically address this laissez faire situation by 
seeking specific planning rules which provide for a basic set of aerials and antennas as 
“Permitted” activities. 
For that reason, there may be in existence amateur radio configurations which may not 
have received past resource consent but which have been accepted by the surrounding 
community and which have not been the subject of complaint or enforcement action.  In 
these circumstances it is considered that, in the absence of complaint or enforcement 
action, these uses should be deemed complying under “Existing Use” provisions. 

This is not a practice in New Zealand law, but it is accepted in other jurisdictions.  For 
example, in English planning law, The Town & Country Planning Act  1990 introduced 
new criteria for the period after which enforcement action is not possible against a 
breach of planning control.  Under THE 4 YEAR RULE, any building, engineering or 
other works which have taken place without the benefit of planning permission, and that 
have remained unchallenged by enforcement action for 4 years or more, cannot be 
enforced against.  So the erection of a building which goes undetected for 4 years will 
be allowed to remain.  However the use of the building may not. (Reference Attachment 
7, part B,) 
 

 

Attachments: 
 
A1: Rangitikei District Consent order (Env-2013-WLG-000001) 

 
A2:  Rule XXXX based on the outcome of the Environment Court decisions concerning 
the Tauranga City Plan ([2012]-NZEnvC-107 and [2012]-NZEnvC-193)  (See 
attachments to PART B for these Environment Court Decisions). 

 
 

 

PART B:  Technical Supporting Document – 
(see separate attachment). 
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Attachment A2: A Rule based on the Environment Court
Decisions for the Tauranga District Plan.

Rule XXXXX - Development Controls for Amateur Radio Configurations in the 
Tauranga City Plan, (provided for reference purposes only). 
(Provisions to consider based on 4H.2.4 from Tauranga City Plan and 25.7.6.2 of 
Hamilton District Plan) 

Permitted Activities – 
Development controls for Amateur Radio Configurations in the Residential 
Zones 
An Amateur Radio Configuration must be owned and operated by Licensed Amateur 
Radio Operators at their places of residence. 

Note: Where an activity does not comply with the Development Controls for a 
Permitted Activities Rule it shall be considered a Restricted Discretionary Activity, 
unless stated otherwise. 

The following Amateur Radio Configurations are permitted activities under this Rule, 

Antennas 
a) Where attached to a building or other structure (including a mast) radio and 
telecommunications antenna up to and including 2m in diameter for an antenna dish 
and not exceeding 2m2 in area or 2m in any dimension for a panel antenna; provided 
the antenna does not overhang a site boundary; and 

b) One pedestal mounted antenna per site provided that: 

i. The antenna is pivoted less than 4m above the ground with a maximum 
diameter of 5m and its total height does not exceed 6.5m; and 

ii. The pedestal and/or the antenna are located in accordance with the 
setback and height in relation to boundary standards applying to buildings in 
the zone in which they are located 

c) The maximum number of antennas and aerials is 12 per site. 

Aerials 
a) Aerials that comply with the following: 

i. Any of the elements making up the aerial do not exceed 80mm in diameter; 

ii. For horizontal HF yagi aerials, the maximum element length does not 
exceed 14.9m, and the boom length does not exceed 13m; 

iii. No part of the aerial (including aerial wires) overhangs a site boundary; 

iv. The setback standards applying to buildings in the applicable Residential 
Zones or Future Urban Zone (except that aerial wires are not required to 
comply with the setback standards); 

v. No part of the aerial exceeds the maximum stated height applying to 
buildings in the applicable Residential Zone or Future Urban Zone by more 
than 5m (except for vertical aerials as provided for in vi below; 

vi. For vertical aerials, one vertical aerial to a maximum height of 14m may be
substituted for one of the 6 support poles for wires aerials below,. 



vii The maximum number of antennas and aerials is 12 per site. 

Supporting Structures 
a) No more than six support poles for wire aerials of less than 115mm in outside 
diameter per site provided: 

i. The maximum height of the support poles is one third more above the 
maximum building height applying in the zone in which they are located; 

ii. The setback and height in relation to boundary standards shall not apply to 
these support poles; 

iii. Where guy wires are used these must not exceed 12mm in diameter; and 

b) One secondary pole support structure (excluding support poles for wire aerials) or 
secondary lattice support structure per site provided that: 

i. The maximum height of the pole support structure is 14m and the maximum
inscribed circle of the pole and any lowering mechanism shall be 600mm 
below 4m in height and 115mm above 4m; or 

ii. The maximum height of the lattice support structure is 14m and the 
maximum inscribed circle and any lowering mechanism shall be 900mm 
below 8m in height and 660mm above 8m; and 

iii. The pole or lattice structure is located in accordance with setback 
standards applying to buildings in the zone in which they are located. For the 
purpose of this rule the height in relation to boundary standards shall not 
apply to the pole or lattice support structure; and

iv. Where guy wires are used these must not exceed 12mm in diameter; and 

v. At no point must any guy wire overhang the boundary. 

c) For each site, one primary support structure can exceed the maximum stated 
height applying to buildings in the applicable Residential Zone and Future Urban 
Zone by more than 5m, provided that: 

i. The maximum height of the primary support structure and any attached 
aerials or antennas is 20m 

ii. The primary supporting structure may be one of the following: 

1. A guyed mast. The maximum inscribed circle of the mast below 9m 
shall be 1000mm, and above 9m shall be 115mm; or 

2. A guyed lattice mast. The maximum inscribed circle of the mast 
below 9m shall be 1000mm, and above 9m shall be 300mm. The 
mast may be of constant width or tapering; or 

3. A self‐supporting lattice mast. The maximum inscribed circle of the 
mast below 9m shall be 1000mm, and above 9m must fit within a 
tapering envelope with a maximum inscribed circle of 660mm at 9m 
and 420mm at 20m; or 

4. A self‐supporting tubular mast. The maximum inscribed circle of the
mast below 9m shall be 1000mm, and above 9m must fit within a 
tapering envelope with a maximum inscribed circle of 230mm at 9m 
and 115mm at 20m. 

iii. There may be local enlargement of support structure to accommodate a rotator 
mechanism; 

iv. The primary supporting structure is located in accordance with setback standards 



applying to buildings in the applicable Residential Zone or Future Urban Zone. For 
the purpose of this rule the height in relation to boundary standards shall not apply to
the supporting structure. 

v. Where guy wires are used these must not exceed 12 mm in diameter; vi. At no 
point must any guy wire overhang the boundary.

In the last 5 years,  Councils at Tauranga, Hamilton, and Waipa, have all adopted 
rules which are similar to those decided by the Environment Court in Tauranga, and 
similar rules are currently being proposed by NZART for Christchurch, Auckland, 
Dunedin and Kapiti.


